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The maternal inheritance of mitochondrial genomes entails a sex-specific selective sieve, whereby mutations in mitochondrial DNA

can only respond to selection acting on females. In theory, this enables male-harming mutations to accumulate in mitochondrial

genomes as long as they are neutral, beneficial, or only slightly deleterious to females. Ultimately, this bias could drive the evolution

of male-specific mitochondrial mutation loads, an idea known as mother’s curse. Earlier work on this hypothesis has mainly used

small Drosophila panels, in which naturally sourced mitochondrial genomes were coupled to an isogenic nuclear background. The

lack of nuclear genetic variation in these designs has precluded robust generalization. Here, we test the predictions of mother’s

curse using a large Drosophilamitonuclear genetic panel, comprising nine isogenic nuclear genomes coupled to nine mitochondrial

haplotypes, giving a total of 81 different mitonuclear genotypes. Following a predictive framework, we tested the mother’s curse

hypothesis by screening our panel for wing size. This trait is tightly correlated with overall body size and is sexually dimorphic in

Drosophila. Moreover, growth is heavily reliant on metabolism and mitochondrial function, making wing size an ideal trait for the

study of the impact of mitochondrial variation. We detect high levels of mitonuclear epistasis, and more importantly, we report

that mitochondrial genetic variance is larger in male than female Drosophila for eight out of the nine nuclear genetic backgrounds

used. These results demonstrate that the maternal inheritance of mitochondrial DNA does indeed modulate male life history traits

in a more generalisable way than previously demonstrated.
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Impact Summary
Mitochondria are essential organelles in eukaryotic cells,

which originally derived from free-living bacteria and still re-

tain their own specialized “bioenergetic” genomes (mtDNA).

The mitochondrial genome is necessary for cell respiration,

which provides a large proportion of the energy required

for most biological processes. Although important, mitochon-

dria are not passed on to the next generation by both par-

ents; instead, they exhibit strict maternal inheritance across

most species, making males an evolutionary dead end. Not

all adaptations that are beneficial in females are also good

for males, so as mitochondria adapt to female needs males

can be disadvantaged. This evolutionary bias predicts that

mitochondria will accumulate male harmful mutations, a hy-

pothesis known as “mother’s curse.” Although there has been

some experimental evidence for this hypothesis, how gener-

ally it applies across natural populations is still widely de-

bated. We therefore tested the hypothesis in populations of

Drosophila melanogaster drawn from around the world. We

created a large Drosophila mitonuclear panel comprising nine

nuclear genomes, each coupled to nine mtDNA haplotypes

for a total of 81 strains. We screened for wing size across

the whole array of strains, as this trait is known to differ be-

tween the sexes and exerts high metabolic demands. Our re-

sults show that mixing and matching mitonuclear genomes

has marked consequences for wing size, providing evidence

that interactions between these two genomes are critical for
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phenotypic traits. Most importantly, we find evidence for

mother’s curse in eight out of the nine nuclear backgrounds,

indicating that female inheritance of mtDNA does indeed have

generalizable repercussions for male fitness and life history

evolution.

Mitochondria are essential organelles for life in eukaryotes,

taking center stage in the process of cell respiration. Respiration

is unusual in that the respiratory complexes within mitochondria

are composed of proteins encoded by two different genomes,

the nuclear and the mitochondrial. These two genomes must

work harmoniously not only to provide cellular energy but also

the precursors for most macromolecule synthesis. Consequently,

their interaction is vital for the maintenance of mitochondrial in-

tegrity and the viability of eukaryote life. Almost without excep-

tion, eukaryotes from protists to animals have retained these two

genomes (Rand et al. 2004; Lane 2005; Wolff et al. 2014). It was

long assumed that purifying selection would remove nonneutral

genetic variation within the mtDNA, given the “haploid” nature

of this genome and the crucial role they play in energy produc-

tion (Ballard and Whitlock 2004; Dowling et al. 2008; Cooper

et al. 2015). As such, the mitochondrial genome was harnessed as

the exemplary molecular marker on which to base evolutionary

and population genetic inferences, facilitated by its high muta-

tion rate, maternal inheritance, and general lack of recombination

(Avise 1986; Wallace 1994; Lynch 1997; Pesole et al. 2000; Sac-

cone et al. 2000; Galtier et al. 2009). Over the past two decades,

however, a rising number of studies has challenged this assump-

tion of neutrality (Ballard and Kreitman 1994; Rand 2001; Dowl-

ing et al. 2008). In particular, numerous studies have revealed

that mitochondrial genetic variance sourced from separate popu-

lations contributes to the expression of a wide range of life history

traits (James and Ballard 2003; Maklakov et al. 2006; Melvin and

Ballard 2006; Dowling et al. 2007; Wolff et al. 2014; Zhu et al.

2014; Camus et al. 2015; Jelic et al. 2015; Immonen et al. 2016;

Salminen et al. 2017).

Mitochondria are maternally inherited in most species, and

so natural selection acting on the mitochondrial genome is effec-

tive only in females (Rand 2001). Mutations in mtDNA that are

beneficial, neutral, or even slightly deleterious to males can be

selected for in the population, whereas mutations that are detri-

mental to females should be removed from the population via

purifying selection (Frank and Hurst 1996; Gemmell et al. 2004).

Uniparental inheritance means that males inherit mutations that

are selected through the female lineage, even if these mutations

are detrimental to them (Innocenti et al. 2011). Through evolu-

tionary time, we expect males to accumulate mitochondrial mu-

tation loads consisting of male-biased deleterious mutations. The

process leading to sex-biased mutation accumulation has been

termed “sex-specific selective sieve” (Innocenti et al. 2011) or

the “mother’s curse hypothesis” (Gemmell et al. 2004).

The idea of the mother’s curse was first described in the

1990s (Frank and Hurst 1996) with further theoretical support

proposed in the following decade (Gemmell and Allendorf 2001;

Gemmell et al. 2004). Efforts have been made to form testable

predictions for this hypothesis, with a recent review highlight-

ing a predictive framework to test for the curse (Dowling and

Adrian 2019). The first prediction is that not all traits will be

equally susceptible to the accumulation of male-biased mitochon-

drial mutation loads (Friberg and Dowling 2008; Innocenti et al.

2011). In particular, metabolically demanding traits that exhibit

sexual dimorphism in expression are most likely to be targets of

the mother’s curse. This is because the mitochondrial genome un-

derpins most metabolic traits, given the crucial role that mtDNA

plays in energy production. When it comes to optimizing mito-

chondrial function for sexually homologous traits, male homo-

logues will exhibit suboptimal expression as they will not be

able to rely on the female-mediated adaptation of the mtDNA

sequence. This is unless nuclear alleles arise that compensate for

male-harming mtDNA mutations, which given the difference in

evolution rates between mitochondrial and nuclear genes neces-

sarily lags behind (Connallon et al. 2018). In other words, mi-

tochondrial mutations that are metabolically selected for in fe-

males may be detrimental to male metabolic demands, given that

metabolism is itself a highly dimorphic trait.

The second prediction is that, if populations harbor mito-

chondrial genomes comprising male-biased mitochondrial mu-

tation loads, then we should observe greater levels of mito-

chondrial genetic variance underpinning male relative to female

phenotypes. The context of such an interpopulation prediction

is that mitochondrial haplotypes will evolve along their own

population-specific trajectories and accumulate their own dis-

tinct pools of male-biased mtDNA mutations with deleterious ef-

fects. Purifying selection, however, should remove any such mu-

tations from mtDNA haplotypes that exert deleterious effects on

females. These mutations can be unmasked by placing mitochon-

drial genomes alongside a foreign nuclear genome, where males

cannot rely on male-specific coadapted alleles. Thus, when sam-

pling mtDNA haplotypes from distinct populations, we expect

greater levels of mitochondrial haplotypic variance underlying

the expression of male compared with female phenotypes.

The first conclusive empirical validation of mother’s curse

was obtained in a study that examined the effects of mitochon-

drial variation on genome-wide patterns of nuclear gene expres-

sion. Specifically, by placing five different mitochondrial haplo-

types alongside an isogenic nuclear background, approximately

10% of the nuclear transcripts were found to be differentially ex-

pressed in males relative to females (Innocenti et al. 2011). In-

terestingly, these differentially expressed transcripts were mostly
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localized to the male reproductive system (testes, accessory

glands, and ejaculatory duct), while having no major effect

on male nonreproductive or female tissues. More recently, the

scope of mother’s curse has broadened beyond reproductive traits

(Smith et al. 2010) to other life history traits including ageing

(Camus et al. 2012) and metabolic rate (Nagarajan-Radha et al.

2020).

Although support for the mother’s curse hypothesis is grow-

ing, one of the limitations of current Drosophila work has been

unbalanced experimental designs (Rand and Mossman 2020).

Studies have either used a single nuclear background coupled to

many mitochondrial genomes (Innocenti et al. 2011; Camus et al.

2012; Nagarajan-Radha et al. 2020) or several nuclear genomes

coupled to only a few mitochondrial haplotypes (Mossman et al.

2016; Mossman et al. 2016). This creates a situation whereby it is

difficult to assess how generally the hypothesis might hold across

species with high levels of genetic variation.

Here, we use a new Drosophila panel, which comprises a

full factorial matrix of nine worldwide-sourced nuclear genomes

coupled to nine mtDNA haplotypes (81 mitonuclear genotypes in

total). Using this panel, we can study both mitonuclear interac-

tions and mitochondrial genetic variance across several nuclear

backgrounds. For each genotype and sex combination, we ob-

tain measurements of wing centroid size, which is a highly re-

liable proxy for Drosophila body size (Carreira et al. 2009). We

chose this trait first because of its link to metabolism (Guertin and

Sabatini 2007; Bryk et al. 2010), with studies showing a positive

correlation between Drosophila size and resting metabolic rate

(Videlier et al. 2019; Videlier et al. 2020). Moreover, there is di-

rect and indirect evidence for divergent selection in the two sexes,

as this trait is sexually dimorphic (Partridge et al. 1994; De Jong

and Bochdanovits 2003). Although this trait has an indirect link

to fitness, it is a trait that we can measure with high precision on a

large number of individuals—unlike fitness components that are

highly stochastic and environmentally labile. These points com-

bined make a strong case for body size being an ideal candidate

trait to test for mother’s curse. Our results show complex inter-

actions between both mitochondrial and nuclear genomes, which

modulate wing centroid size. These interactions consistently gen-

erate greater variance in males, against all but one nuclear back-

ground, confirming that mother’s curse is indeed pervasive across

Drosophila populations.

Materials and Methods
DROSOPHILA STOCK AND MAINTENANCE AND

MITONUCLEAR PANEL

The mitonuclear Drosophila panel was produced through the de

novo full factorial crossing of nine isogenic lines (9 nuDNA

x 9 mtDNA). The nine isogenic lines were obtained from the

“Global Diversity Panel,” which originate from five different

continents and vary in phylogeographic relatedness (Early and

Clark 2013; Grenier et al. 2015). Genetic diversity in this panel

is representative of that between fruit fly populations worldwide.

More specifically, they are sourced from A/ZIM184 (Zimbabwe),

B/B04 (Beijing), C/I16 (Ithaca), D/I23 (Ithaca), E/N14 (Nether-

lands), F/N15 (Netherlands), G/T01 (Tasmania), H/T23 (Tasma-

nia), and i/N01 (Netherlands). Using a balancer chromosome

crossing scheme (Zhu et al. 2014), we replaced mitochondrial

and nuclear genomes. Consequently, the panel contains 81 mi-

tonuclear genotypes, also known as lines, nine of which are coad-

apted and 72 are disrupted. Following the balancer chromosome

crossing scheme, the complete panel was backcrossed to their re-

spective nuclear genome for three generations. We note that one

of the mitonuclear genotypes (Fnuc × Amito) was not viable due to

a strong incompatibility, and so for all experiments we proceeded

with 80 genotypes.

Lines were propagated by 4-day-old parental flies, with ap-

proximate densities of 80–100 eggs per vial. Flies were kept at

25°C and 50% humidity, on a 12:12 h light:dark cycle, and reared

on 8 mL of cornmeal-molasses-agar medium per vial (see Table

S1 for recipe), with ad libitum live yeast added to each vial to

promote female fecundity. All lines had been cleared of poten-

tial bacterial endosymbionts, such as Wolbachia, through a tetra-

cycline treatment at the time the lines were created. Clearance

was verified using Wolbachia-specific PCR primers (ONeill et al.

1992).

WING CENTROID SIZE MEASURE

Focal flies from all genotypes were propagated via two sets of

two sequential 4-h lays. The each lay contained 10–50 flies from

each genotype. After a second round of oviposition, all vials were

cleared. For each lay, vials were density controlled to contain

80–100 eggs. Focal flies were left to develop in their vials for

14 days by when all flies had eclosed and were sexually mature.

On this day, flies of each vial were split by sex and flash frozen

in Eppendorf tubes for subsequent wing analysis.

Fifteen right wings from each sex of each genotype were

pulled and placed on a glass slide using double-sided tape. Along

with a 10-mm scale bar, each wing was photographed at 2.5×
magnification using an INFINITY Stereo Microscope attached

to an Apple computer. The programs “tpsUtil,” “tpsDIG2,” and

“COORD GEN 8” were consecutively used to determine the wing

centroid size of each photographed wing from eight standard

landmarks.

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Our data followed a normal distribution and we used linear mod-

els to analyze the data. We first created a model to examine
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all factors. Centroid size was a response variable with sex, mi-

tochondrial genome, and nuclear genome (plus all their interac-

tions) modeled as fixed factors. To further probe this three-way

interaction, we divided the dataset by sex and analyzed the male

and female data separately. For this, we used the same model

framework as mentioned before: wing centroid size as a response

variable with mitochondrial genome, and nuclear genome (plus

their interaction) as fixed factors. All models were performed us-

ing the lm/lmer function in R version 3.3.2 (R Core Team 2016).

To visualize signatures of mother’s curse, we standardized

all datapoints by their respective sex- and nuclear-specific mean.

This way we are able to better compare mitochondrial genetic

variance across all nuclear genomes and both sexes (Fig. S1).

To statistically test for mother’s curse predictions, we calcu-

lated the mitochondrial coefficient of variation for each nuclear

and sex combination using untransformed data. This was done

by computing bootstrapped mitochondrial coefficients of varia-

tion (CVm), in which trait means were resampled with replace-

ment (1000 replicates). This procedure was performed using the

boot package implemented in R. We used a two-sided sign test

implemented in the BDSA package in R version 3.3.2 (R Core

Team 2016) to test for a significant bias in the differences be-

tween male and female mitochondrial coefficients across nuclear

genotypes.

Given that sequences are available for the protein coding

genes of all mitochondrial haplotypes used in our study (Early

and Clark 2013), we also tested if there was a correlation between

the genetic distance between strains and their phenotypic diver-

gence. To this end, we created matrices of genetic and phenotypic

distances between strains (Table S2). Genetic distance was quan-

tified as the total number of SNPs difference between lines—

excluding the hypervariable region (D-loop). This is because the

hypervariable region Drosophila melanogaster is a 4.7-kb region

with >85% AT richness, making it very difficult to accurately

map reads. Phenotypic matrices were specific to each experimen-

tal treatment (performed per sex and nuclear genotype) and phe-

notypic trait (centroid size). We used a Mantel test for matrix

correlation between two dissimilarity matrices, with 10,000 per-

mutations. Mantel test was implemented with the “mantel.rtest”

function from the R package ade4 (Dray and Dufour 2007).

Results
MITONUCLEAR EPISTASIS

Our models show sexual dimorphism for wing centroid size, with

females having larger centroid size than males (F = 13,328.2098,

P < 0.001; Fig. 1A; Table S3). Our full model also revealed ef-

fects of both mtDNA and nuDNA, with a significant three-way

interaction between all main factors (mtDNA × nuDNA × sex:

Figure 1. Wing centroid size measurements. (A) Broad patterns

of sexual dimorphism for this trait with females being larger on

average than males. (B) patterns of nuclear genetic variation for

each sex, showing significant nuclear genetic effects driving cen-

troid size. Individual datapoints are colored by nuclear genome.

F = 1.5639, P = 0.003481). When splitting the models by

sex, we find significant mtDNA by nuDNA interactions for both

males and females (male: F = 5.1517, P < 0.001; female: F =
4.4962, P < 0.001; Fig. 2; Table S3). We were interested in the

effect size of each genetic component to wing size. For this, we

calculated the proportion of variance explained by each effect us-

ing sums squared derived from the models. Our results show that

for both sexes, a large proportion of the variance in wing size is

explained by the nuclear genome (female: 51%, male: 49%; Ta-

ble S4). Although we found mitochondria to contribute less to

the overall variance in wing size observed in our data, we found

it to be higher in males (2.3%) than females (0.9%). Similarly, we

found the males to have a higher proportion of variance explained

by the interaction (15.6%) term than females (10.8%).

Overall, there were positive genetic correlations between the

sexes (rmf = 0.828, P < 0.001; Fig. S2), indicating that the

directionality for each mitonuclear genotype was concordant

between the sexes. Within each nuclear genome, we found

significant genetic correlations for most nuclear genomes (Fig.

S2; Table S5). We did not find significant genetic correlations for

nuclear genomes C, F, and I, although the directionality of the
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Figure 2. Wing centroid size across all treatments (mean ± SE). Centroid size for males (left) and females (right). Each box corresponds to

a specific nuclear genome, with mitochondrial genetic variation shown within each nuclear genome on the x-axis. Individual datapoints

are colored according to the mtDNA genome. Note that the genotype Fnuc × Amito was not sampled in this experiment as this mitonuclear

combination is completely incompatible.

Figure 3. Coefficients of variation. (A) Bootstrapped mitochondrial coefficients of variation within each nuclear genome for both sexes.

(B) Bootstrapped nuclear coefficients of variation for males and females. Dot in the middle of boxplot is the mean of each distribution.

relationship was positive in all three cases (rC = 0.1652, rF =
0.4303, ri = 0.6449; Table S5).

TESTING MOTHER’S CURSE PREDICTIONS

An important prediction of mother’s curse is that it should re-

sult in mitochondrial genomes that harbor mutation loads that are

more pronounced in males and that these loads can be uncov-

ered by demonstrating greater levels of functional mitochondrial

genetic variance in males than in females. To this end, we calcu-

lated coefficients of variation for each nuclear genome and sex

combination, and our results show that overall males have signif-

icantly higher levels of mitochondrial genetic variance than fe-

males (P = 0.03906 [0.0015, 0.0097]; Fig. 3A; Table S6). Upon

closer inspection, this rule is true for all but one nuclear genome

(“E” nuclear genome). Moreover, we find that for six of the

eight genotypes that have greater mitochondrial coefficients of
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variation in males even raw variance is higher—despite males

being smaller (Table S6).

MALE VARIABILITY HYPOTHESIS

The above sex difference in variation across mitonuclear combi-

nations could be confounded by general sex differences in genetic

variation for trait values, independent of mitonuclear interactions.

For species with XY sex determination systems, males are pre-

dicted to show higher levels of genetic variation due to being

the heterogametic sex (such as Drosophila and mammals) (Rein-

hold and Engqvist 2013). Consequently, we wanted to test if our

dataset followed the general pattern of male-biased variability, or

if the effects we observed were due to mother’s curse. For this, we

calculated the coefficients of variation between nuclear genomes

for each sex separately. We extracted only the coevolved lines and

use those mean values to calculate bootstrapped CVs. We first

found that the nuclear CVs for both sexes were higher than mito-

chondrial CVs, as expected (Fig. 3B), and we additionally found

no difference in nuclear CVs between the sexes (F = 2.6186,

P = 0.1058).

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MITOCHONDRIAL GENETIC

DISTANCE AND PHENOTYPIC DIFFERENTIATION

We asked whether the degree of coadaptation influenced pheno-

typic differentiation. Specifically, we wanted to know whether

flies with more divergent mtDNA genomes also had higher phe-

notypic divergence. For this, we used Mantel tests to correlate

two matrices: one comprising the mitochondrial genetic differ-

ences between the haplotypes (total SNPs—Table S3), with the

other consisting of the mean phenotypic divergence from the

coevolved strain. This analysis was performed for each nuclear

genome separately. Given that we were unable to collect phe-

notypic data for one mitonuclear genotype (due to a severe in-

compatibility), the analysis for the F nuclear background was run

using eight genotypes rather than nine. This analysis shows that

there is no relationship between genetic and phenotypic diver-

gence for females (Fig. 4). Males showed similar results to fe-

males; however, for two out of the nine nuclear genomes there

was a significant positive association between genotype and phe-

notype divergence. More specifically, these were nuclear genome

A (r = 0.543, P = 0.00391) and H (r = 0.228, P = 0.0158).

Such weak or absent correlation between mitonuclear genotype

and phenotype has been reported before (Camus et al. 2020) and

reflects the stochastic nature of small numbers of interactions

between closely related populations, combined with the require-

ment for metabolic plasticity between tissues and sexes, which

can buffer the effects of mutations.

Figure 4. Association between genotypic and phenotypic diver-

gence. Mantel test correlation of two matrices showing the null

distribution of the permutations in gray with the mean correlation

value for each test in red. Significant associations are when the

correlation statistic falls outside of the null distribution. Mitochon-

drial genetic differences were calculated as total number of SNPs

difference (not including the hypervariable region) between all

the strains. For the phenotypic matrix, each nuclear genome was

considered separately, creating a matrix of the average size dif-

ference between the coevolved strain and all other eight strains.

Note that for the “F” nuclear genome, this analysis was performed

with eight genomes as one of our genotypes was completely in-

compatible.

Discussion
The maternal inheritance of the mtDNA causes selection to fa-

vor mutations that are beneficial in females, even if these muta-

tions are harmful in males. Ultimately, this evolutionary process

has the potential to drive the accumulation of male-specific mito-

chondrial mutation loads, a hypothesis known as mother’s curse.

Although there is some experimental evidence for this hypothe-

sis, one of the most pertinent criticisms is that the limited use of

nuclear genetic backgrounds raises the possibility that mother’s

curse is not generalisable (Rand and Mossman 2020). Here, we

aim to address this criticism by using a new panel of Drosophila

melanogaster comprising nine nuclear backgrounds, each cou-

pled to nine mtDNA haplotypes, resulting in 81 new mitonuclear

genotypes. In line with the predictions of mother’s curse (Dowl-

ing and Adrian 2019), we measured wing centroid size because

the trait is sexually dimorphic and its development exerts high

metabolic demands. We find complex interactions between all

three factors (sex × nuDNA × mtDNA), indicating important

epistatic effects in our dataset. Moreover, we find that mtDNA

produces greater variance in males than in females across eight

out of the nine nuclear backgrounds used in this study. Our find-

ings thus demonstrate that the mother’s curse is more pervasive

than previously appreciated.
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We first confirmed the sexual dimorphic patterns for wing

centroid size, a pattern that has been observed in many earlier

studies (Carreira et al. 2009; Gidaszewski et al. 2009). We also

observed high levels of nuclear genetic variance within each sex

for this trait, with this variation being mostly sexually concordant

(Poissant et al. 2010; Connallon and Matthews 2019). Previous

work that considered the contribution of nuclear genetic variance

for wing size/shape using the DGRP strains also found very sim-

ilar results (Pitchers et al. 2019). Our analyses demonstrate that

a large proportion of this variation can be explained by the nu-

clear genome. Given that the nuclear backgrounds used in this

study are representative of five different worldwide populations,

we could have investigated whether this variation is due to the

different geographical regions; however, our sample sizes per lo-

cation were not adequate. During the creation of the panel, we

selected fly strains that maximized both nuclear and mitochon-

drial genetic diversity, so it is possible that we captured many

rare genomes from each population. The fact that each nuclear

genome is inbred also complicates population-specific compar-

isons, so we deemed it best to treat them as independent genetic

units.

Not all studies that looked for signatures of Mother’s Curse

have found male-biased effects (Mossman et al. 2016a,b, Dorde-

vic et al. 2017). For example, mixed results have been obtained

when examining mitochondrial genetic effects on nuclear gene

expression. More specifically, although Innocenti et al. (2011)

found male-biased genes being affected by replacing the mtDNA

genome, work by Mossman et al. (2016) did not find these pat-

terns. There are many differences between the two studies, with

one of the main differences being that the latter study used mi-

tonuclear flies that combined genomes from different species

(D. melanogaster and D. simulans) and limited the number of

mtDNA genomes sampled. Recent efforts have been made to cre-

ate robust experimental guidelines to systematically test the pre-

dictions of mother’s curse (Dowling and Adrian 2019). One of the

main recommendations was that adequate levels of mitochondrial

genetic variation be tested, as small numbers of mitochondrial

genomes can easily under- or overrepresent variance. With this

in mind, when creating our mitonuclear panel for our study, we

aimed to maximize the number of mtDNA genomes. Although

we do not have as many mtDNA genomes as some previous stud-

ies (Camus et al. 2012, 2015), we have captured far more nuclear

genetic variation, enabling us to test for mother’s curse across

multiple nuclear environments.

Our results support the mother’s curse hypothesis in two

ways. First, the variance accounted for by mtDNA in our lin-

ear models is greater in males than females. Although the con-

tribution of the mitochondrial genome to wing size variation is

clearly much less than that of the nuclear genome, we also see an

equivalent pattern when looking at the mito × nuclear interaction

term. Previous work has found similar results when considering

the contribution of the two genomes to the transcriptome, with

the nuclear genome having a much greater effect than mtDNA

(Mossman et al. 2016, 2017). We then measured the mitochon-

drial coefficients of variation and found similar patterns, whereby

for most nuclear genomes, males showed higher levels of varia-

tion than females (Fig. 3). The only nuclear background where

this was not the case was “E” (strain N14), where changing the

mtDNA genome had a large effect on females. Although we do

not know the exact mechanisms driving this response, we note

that this nuclear background was particularly sick during rearing.

We also noticed that mtDNA replacement for this nuclear back-

ground tends to decrease wing size, suggesting that the “E” nu-

clear background could be particularly susceptible to changes in

physiology (Table S7). In sum, our experimental design was for-

mulated taking into account the framework proposed to test the

predictions of mother’s curse: we have generated a robust dataset

in favor of the hypothesis.

Tests of the mother’s curse that rely on comparisons in

trait variance between the sexes can be confounded by increased

variance in males due to hemizygosity of the X chromosome

(Reinhold and Engqvist 2013) or dur to other factors (Wyman

and Rowe 2014). Although a recent meta-analysis shows that

male-biased variability is trait dependent (Zajitschek et al. 2020),

we performed analyses to explicitly rule out sexual dimorphism

in trait variability. Nuclear coefficients of variation were much

greater than mtDNA CVs, which is expected as the nuclear

genome has a larger contribution to this trait. Nevertheless, we

did not find any differences in the CVs between the sexes when

looking at the complete dataset and the coevolved genotypes, in-

dicating that both sexes were equally variable for wing size in our

experimental environment.

Given our experimental design, we were also able to inves-

tigate predictions for mitonuclear coadaptation, whereby coad-

apted genomes outperform disrupted combinations. We therefore

examined whether phenotypic divergence from the coadapted

mitonuclear combination correlated with genetic divergence. In

other words, does greater genetic disruption result in larger phe-

notypic differences? Although we could see no association in fe-

males, we did find a significant positive association in two out

of the nine nuclear genomes in males. These results suggest that

mitonuclear interactions can exert significant, albeit inconsistent,

effects on life history traits in different contexts. Previous work

has likewise reported inconsistent results when looking at mito-

chondrial genetic relationships with fecundity and longevity (Ca-

mus et al. 2012, 2020). It could be that the effect and magni-

tude of different mtDNA SNPs depend on the environment that

the nuclear background produces, so a SNP with a small effect

in one nuclear background could have a large effect in another.

Relatedly, the functional nuclear background varies from tissue
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to tissue and between sexes, reflecting differences in gene ex-

pression and metabolic demands. This means that the mitochon-

drial genome must work effectively across multiple backgrounds,

which likely limits the cumulative impact of SNPs, undermining

correlations with genetic distance (Camus et al. 2020). Another

caveat when considering coadaptation using this trait is that we

are assuming that a larger wing reflects higher fitness. Although

this tends to be true in females, it is less clear with males (Lefranc

and Bundgaard 2000). That is because optimal male body size

appears to be under stabilizing selection (Lefranc and Bundgaard

2000), with larger males more likely to harm to females (Pitnick

and Garcia-Gonzalez 2002). So although there is a lot of evi-

dence that metabolic deficits result in smaller flies (Bryk et al.

2010), there might also be an upper fitness optimum to how large

Drosophila can get before size becomes a metabolic burden.

There have been several studies that have looked at the ef-

fects of the environment on mitonuclear interactions (more com-

monly reported as G × G × E) (Zhu et al. 2014; Aw et al. 2018;

Drummond et al. 2019; Camus et al. 2020). Although we do not

directly test this three-way interaction in our current study, we do

predict for these patterns to be modulated by different environ-

ments. For instance, Montooth and colleagues showed that a mi-

tonuclear incompatible genotype affects male fertility only when

developed at an increased temperature (Montooth et al. 2019).

Curiously, they were able to partially rescue the male fertility

phenotype by changing their diet, indicating that the environment

is of great importance when it comes to understanding the evolu-

tion of male-harming mutations. These studies open new avenues

to explore how mother’s curse is modulated by different envi-

ronmental stressors. One can predict that increasing metabolic

stress would reveal greater levels of variation, as individuals with

mitonuclear incompatibilities are not able to fully cope with the

increased metabolic burden.

In conclusion, we provide robust evidence for the mother’s

curse hypothesis. Our experimental design aimed to address some

of the weaknesses of earlier work, notably the use of single nu-

clear backgrounds, and allowed us to demonstrate greater lev-

els of mitochondrial genetic variance affecting male traits in all

but one of the nuclear backgrounds. The panel will now allow us

to test further predictions of the mother’s curse hypothesis, no-

tably the relationship between the sex-difference in trait variance

and the degree of dimorphism across traits, as well as the de-

gree to which the signature of the mother’s curse depends on the

metabolic burden imposed by developing or maintaining a trait.
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